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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project is to redesign facility layout by using Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) method. The target of this project is a textile company which is only focus at weaving department/building. Based on the observation, it was found that the current design of layout indicate some inefficiency in terms of process flow and material handling. This project will analyze the current layout and redesign the alternative new layout for the better improvement. The data collected were the dimension of current layout, type of production, distance between departments, size of departments, activities or processes involves and process flow of the product. After the data collection, serial of steps base on Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) was carried out. The first step is built the activity relationship chart which show the closeness of each section. Then from the chart, the relationship diagram was generated, and followed by it was the space relationship diagram, from those result layouts was generated. The alternative layout then be evaluated based on the most improvement expected to be perform from this layout in term of the total movement for one week production. As conclusion, the generated alternative layout provides improvement in term of total movement traveled in production and provides some recommendations for the better improvement to the layout in future.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Nowadays it is important for an organization or any company to have an effective and efficient manufacturing facility layout. While in industry sectors, it is important to manufacture the products that have good quality and meet customer’s demand to ensure the continuity of the company over time. The processes could be conducted under existing resources such as machines, employees and other facilities. In order to make and distribute things that can be sold, all decision variables are set at a level in which, for both maximum production control and efficiency, goods are to be standardized and produced away from the market and then be held in inventory until demanded and then delivered to the consumer with profit (Vargo and Lusch, 2004).

Manufacturing layout improvement, could be one of the tools to response to increase industrial efficiency and productivity. Therefore, manufacturing layout design has become a fundamental basis of today’s industrial factory that influenced the work efficiency. It is necessary to make a plan and position materials, machines, employees, equipments, and other manufacturing supports and facilities to bring the most effective plant layout. Facility layout is a positioning of dissimilar features of manufacturing in an appropriate way as to achieve desired production results. Facility layout considers final product, available space, safety of users and facility and also convenience of operations. An effective facility layout make sure that there is a smooth and steady flow of production material, equipment and manpower at least cost. Facility layout looks at physical distribution of space for economic activity in the plant.
Therefore, the main objective of the facility layout planning is to create effective workflow as to make equipment and workers more productive.

"Facility layout must be considered very carefully because we do not want to constantly redesign the facility," summarized Weiss and Gershon (1989). Some of the targets in designing the facility are to make sure a minimum amount of materials handling, to avoid bottlenecks, to minimize machine interference, to ensure high employee morale and safety, and to ensure flexibility. Essentially, there are two different types of layout. The first one is product layout which is synonymous with assembly line and is oriented toward the products that are being made. Then process layout is oriented around the processes that are used to make the products. Usually, product layout is applicable for high-volume repetitive operations, while process layout is applicable for low-volume custom-made goods.

Nowadays, an inefficient facility layout has been obstructive the efficiency of the operation and development of the manufacturing business in many years. This problem caused of organization that insensitive about the importance of efficient or optimal facility layout can bring the many benefits to its manufacturing operation in terms of cost, utilization of space, equipment, people, efficient flow of information, material and employee safety. Generally, design of facility layout recognized as an important study in modern manufacturing system. An effective facility layout is based on the layout of machinery and departments. It is controlled by how to arrange the machines and departments to achieve minimization or optimal of production time, material handling, and indirectly to minimize the operation costs.

Stevenson (2007), presented the basis reasons to invest in facility layout design, which are included desire fundamental investments of money and effort, long-term commitments, and cost efficiency of operation because rearrangement of the existing layout will cost large expense and hard to accomplished. Therefore, an effective and optimal facility layout is required to minimize the costs, thus increase productivity. An ineffective facility layout would cause serious consequences in manufacturing operation to prolong or extend the time in operation. It contributes the
movement of personal and material between facilities, and thereby rise the material handling cost, and also pulls down the efficiency of operation and productivity. “companies will experience significant disadvantages when uncoordinated action plans are developed in an integrated facilities environment, and this usually results in higher capital expenditure, lower operational flexibility, higher operating costs, poor space and equipment utilization, reduce throughput, poor working conditions and a decline in productivity.” (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004). Consequently, these companies been suffered by bottleneck of development of new equipments or products due to limits on flexibility of utilization space, thus these companies will lost their competitive of its business in the globalization market.

Therefore, due to the facility layout problem that almost the factories had facing nowadays, there are various of method to solve this problem. For example, graph based method, pairwise exchange method, systematic layout planning and others. However, this project were used Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) in order to overcome facility layout problem at manufacturing industry. SLP is a technique used to arrange a workplace in a plant by locating two areas with high frequency and logical relationships close to each other. The process ensure the quickest material flow in processing the product at the lowest cost and least amount of handling. The systematic layout planning method more preferred because of it is step by step procedure. According to Rajshekhar (2010), he stated that SLP is advance because utilize graphic and schematic analysis for material flow. Beside that, SLP method in simple method which showed step-by-step of plant design from input data nd activities to evaluation of plant layout. This method provides the new layout that improves the process flow through the plant, and help to enlarge space in industries (Wiyaratn and Watanapa, 2010).
1.2 Problem Statement

Based on the preliminary observations and discussion with the staff of the company under study, it was found that the company facing facility layout problem in weaving department. This indication can be seen as:

- Improper department/section placing.
- Flow of the process not smooth and uncoordinated.
- Inefficient material handling.

Because of this, it contributes to the longer distance travelled to complete one product. The impact of this problem is the process is not running smoothly and indirectly contribute to the slower production. Besides, due to the improper department placing, the impact is to the uncoordinated utilization space of the factory.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of this project as following :

i. To identify and analyze the weaknesses of current layout of weaving building.

ii. To redesign a new layout of weaving building by using Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) method.

iii. To validate the alternative layout of the company by comparing previous and recommended.

1.4 Scope of Study

The scope of this project is to investigate the company layout that focused on line production at weaving department. This project is mainly relate to facilities layout redesign. As for detail of scope of this project, it will include literature study of methods and type of facilities planning widely used in nowadays manufacturing around the world. Modified layouts will be designed recommend according to the shortcoming of the current layout. Redesign layouts will be evaluated and compared.
before the alternative layout will be recommended. In addition, only one technique will be used to solve the problem in this research.

1.5 Significance of Study

Layout is very important because it can influence of an efficient layout on the manufacturing function. The improvement on layout can makes it smooth and efficient. The proper layout give impact to the working efficiencies such as economies in the cost of handling materials, minimization of production delays and avoidance of bottlenecks. Besides, the proper layout can contributes to the better working condition, better employee facilities and for the safety environment.

1.6 Organization of the project

Chapter 1, described about the introduction or background about the topic. It also covered about the problem statement, objectives, scope of study and also about the significant of the study. In this chapter, it explains clearly how the subtopics influence each other in this project.

Chapter 2, represents the literature review conducted for this project. This is summary of the journal nowadays and also the important information that are related to the topic of this project. This is about the discussion of the theories and approaches are required to solve the problems.

Chapter 3, represents the concept of method that is used for solving this project. It describe the selection technique that is used. In other word, the method, materials, methodologies are determined to handle this project and are implemented during the running of the project.
Chapter 4, represents all the data collection and measurement are covered in this chapter. The data that had collected at industry will be understand and analyse based on the problem statements to propose the best solution or alternatives by using Systematic Layout Planning method. This is followed by the detailed information carried out for the problems, and then an analysis of the existing layout.

Chapter 5, represents the summary and the conclusion of the overall of the project based on the objectives. Some recommendation were provided for the improvement in future.

1.7 Summary of chapter

The overall content of this chapter can be summarized as the introduction of project or more specific the Project Sarjana Muda (PSM) which is one of the compulsory subject for any student which will graduate from Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM). The title of this project is about manufacturing layout assessment and the content in this chapter is included the introduction, purpose of this project, background, problem statement, scope of project, objective and the structure of project was also briefly stated.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will generally focus on literature review that related on facilities layout and planning. Nowadays, facility layout is one of the most important research in manufacturing sector in order to minimize the operations costs and maximize the efficiency of the operation and utilization of spaces and facilities. A great positioning of facilities lead to the overall efficiency of operations and can reduce until 50% the total operating expenses (Tompkins et al., 1996). Therefore, the designer plays important role to design any facilities layout. Designer must consider their long-term impact and it is better to take into consideration both short and long-term manufacturing activities, because to redesign it is costly. For example, Heragu (1997) stated that once a plant is built in a particular location, it is difficult to move the plant to another location after only one or two years because the fixed costs would not have been fully recovered inside the time period. He also stated that the phrase facilities includes machines, inspection stations, workstations, washing stations, locker rooms, rest areas and other such support facilities in a manufacturing system. According to Tompkins and White (1984), about 20-50 % of manufacturing total operating budget can be reduced if the material handling activities reduced. Besides, Sule (1991) mentioned that material handling expenses can reduce to 30-75% of the cost of product. Consequently, material handling cost is greatly influence to the product’s cost and in other word material handling could be reduced when the facilities is arranged optimally. So, the both things is highly correlated to each other. Thus, an optimal facility layout set out in manufacturing system can be reduced costs and significantly increased the competitive advantage.
2.1.1 Definition of facilities layout

Based on definition from the Compact Oxford English Dictionary, facility or facilities is described as a building, service, or piece of equipment provided for a certain purpose. In this situation, facilities can be referring to workspaces or workstation which is consist of people, machine and material for the purpose to produce some products, services or both equally. While based on the same dictionary also, for the layout, it was defined as a thing set out in particular way. As a conclusion, the term of facility layout it means arrangement and planning for the location of all machines, utilities, employee workstations, material storage areas, and all the available area and department in a factory or workplace for the purpose of products. The flow patterns of materials and people in the workplace also one of the important element in the facilities layout study.

However, some researcher have their own clarity beside the definition that have stated above. So it contributes to the variety of the definition. A facility layout is an arrangement of everything needed for production of goods or delivery of services. A facility is an entity that facilitates the performance of any job. It may be includes a machine tool, work centre, manufacturing cell, machine shop, and department also a warehouse and etc. (Heragu, 1997). Some researcher stated that it as the arrangement of work space which is in general term smooth the facilities access way facilities that have strong interaction between each other (Canen and Williamson, 1998). As for Stevenson (2007), layout refer to configuration of department, work centres and equipment with particular value on movement of work through the system. There are several of definition from the researchers before that can be understand.

Besides that, any layout in manufacturing or other organization are impossibly perfect. There have a problem in layout even slightly. Based on the Koopmans and Beckmann (1957), which is are the first researchers to consider this class of problems, and they defined the facility layout problem as a common industrial problem in which the objective is to configure facilities in order to minimize the cost of transporting materials between them. According to Shayan and Chittilappily (2004), the definition of the facility layout problem can be defined as an optimization problem that tries to make layouts more efficient by taking into account various interactions between facilities and material handling systems while designing layouts. Then, Shayan and
Chittilappilly (2004) also defined that the facility layout problem as an optimization problem that try to make layouts more efficient by taking the consideration of various interactions between facilities and material handling systems while designing layouts. In other words, facilities and material handling need to analyse first because there have interaction between it in order to get efficient layout and indirectly optimize the layout problem. Other than that, Azadivar and Wang (2000) defined that the facility layout problem as the determination of the relative locations for, and allocation of the available area among a given number of facilities.

2.1.2 Significance of proper facilities layout

Layout design decisions are important for three basic alternatives, investment of money and effort, long-term commitments, and significant impact on the cost and efficiency of operation (Stevenson, 2007). In other words, a layout design need to be proper planned by look into every elements which will direct or indirectly effect the outcome of industrial product or service, besides it is also need to be layout which will efficient for a certain period and have alternatives for further improvement from time to time. The need for layout planning arises both in the process of designing new facilities and in redesign current exist layout. The reasons of redesign an exist layout include inefficient operations, safety factor, to fulfil the requirement of act and regulations such as OSHA and machinery act, changes in the design of products and services, change in target volume, change or add of equipment and change environment.

2.1.3 Elements of good layout

A good layout should consider of elements such as cost, time, and safety in manufacturing a product or deliver services. The criteria of good layout must be able to reduce bottlenecks in moving people or material, minimizes material handling costs, reduce hazards to personnel, utilize labour efficiently, increases morale, utilize available space effectively and efficiently, provides flexibility, provides ease of
supervision, facilities coordination and face-to-face communication where appropriate.

2.1.4 The approaches for the facility layout problem

According to Heragu (1997), to design a good layout that minimizes the cost of moving material, people and enhance safety to optimum level, there are some basic data which compulsory for a facilities layout planner in order to design layout. The data stated are the frequency of trips or material flow or some other measure of interaction between facilities, shape, and size of facilities, floor space available, location restrictions for facilities, if any and adjacency requirements between pairs of facilities. There are two approaches for the facility layout problem (Sahin and Turkbey, 2009). The first one is the quantitative approach aiming at minimizing the total material handling cost between departments based on a distance function. The second one is the qualitative approach aiming at maximizing closeness rating scores between departments based on a closeness function. These two types of flow data are required to measure the interaction between facilities. These data required to indicate the importance of locating facility pairs next to each other.

(a) Qualitative Flow Data

As mentioned before, Muther (1973) was the first to use a systematic qualitative approach to solve the facility layout problem. This approach is based on the adjacency relationships for each departments or facility pair. He was developed specific letter code to classify the closeness rating.

A Absolutely necessary
E Especially important
I Important
O Ordinary
U Unimportant
X Undesirable
The above letter codes are to define the closeness between the departments. For example the relationship between department B and C closeness is rating A, it means that department B and C have to locate as close as possible when designing layout project. These codes help designer to construct the relationship chart. According to (Heragu, 1997), generally the relationship chart is needed only when other than flow factors influence the layout decision. Most practical layout problems are likely to have some other than flow factors. Therefore, designer always need to construct a relationship chart. However, to construct a relationship chart, the first step is the designer have to analysis all the activities involved in the layout project. For example, the departments, work areas, and other facilities. Then, the second step is listing all the activities on chart, and then the third step is to determine the relationship by using code for each facility pair.

![Diagram of relationship chart](image.png)

**Figure 2.1:** Example of relationship chart (Tompkins & White, 2002).

**(b) Quantitative Flow Data**

As stated above, the facility pairs with greater interaction should be placed closer each other than those with lower interaction. Generally frequency of trips between facilities is often used to analysts the quantitative flow measurement. Heragu (1997), suggested that to capture the frequency of trips between facilities two types of matrices are generally used is from-to frequency of trips matrix and the other is frequency of trips between facilities matrix. The different between these two matrixes is the number of trips between facilities, whereas the number of trips from one machine to another.
2.1.5 Material Handling

According to the (Tompkins, et. al, 2003), the definition of material handling is the art and science of moving, storing, protecting and controlling: and material handling means providing the right amount of the right material in the right condition, at the right place, in the right position, in the right sequence, and for the right cost by the right methods. In case minimizing the storage and material handling cost, machine layout should have a good warehouse layout storage effectively. The location of warehouse and type of material handling device used have to be considered by designer. Other than that, the aisles of the layout also important to allow the material handling devices to make sure the material flow smoothly.

2.2 Type of layout

There are generally 5 types of layouts in facility layout planning and design. Each type of the layout can be implemented in both service and manufacturing applications. Each of the layouts has its own characteristic, advantage and disadvantages. Five types of layouts stated above are:

1. Product Layout (Repetitive Processing)
2. Process Layout (No repetitive Processing)
3. Fixed Position Layout
4. Cellular Layout
5. Combination or Hybrid Layout

2.2.1 Product Layout (Repetitive Processing)

A product layout is a layout which used to achieve a smooth and rapid flow of products which are similar or the same or in other word, is a layout for repetitive processing for a highly standardized products or services. The work in product layout usually is divided into a series of standardized tasks, permitting specialization of equipment and division of labour (Kumar and Suresh, 2008). As summary for this type of layout, the main criteria of a product layout are the material is flow from one workstation to